
Open a  
new file 
in pixlr 

e



We undoubtedly are having mixed feelings right now.  Some may be exuberant that 
we aren't at school. Others may feel extremely stressed by having to deal with the 
new task of completing 7 classes completely online using "mostly" new programs.  
Sadness and even angry  about missing out on experiences that we thought were our 
right (graduation, prom, sports, concerts and shows.) or maybe still yet annoyance of 
being cooped up with your families!!!

Pick an emotion that you or others are feeling.  Find a picture  that portrays an 
expression that emotion.  

Copy image



Edit > paste

Transform 
and scale up 
the image to 
fill 90 percent 
of the page….  

It will be 
easier its 
more zoomed 
in for you!



Pick a color that conveys the emotion you chose



Change the color 
of the portrait to 
a monochromatic  
(one color)

The color you 
choose for your 
emotion 

Adjustment> hue 
and saturation



To enhance the color 
play with color balance

Adjustment> color 
balance



Duplicate the 
layer



Change the layer  to 
black and white so 
you can use it 
underneath like you 
did with the flower 
painting

Adjustment>

Desaturate

Then hide or toggle off 
the layer



Add a empty 
layer on top 
for painting



Choose the paint brush tool

Open the brush options and 
change the size of the 
brush and change the

softness to 0. Make sure 
the opacity is at 100. We 
are going to paint “shapes” 
of

color on this top layer 
according to the reference 
layer

B is the hotkey for brush 
and the I is the hotkey for 
EYEDROPPER



Once it is all blocked out… 
start blending…. Remeber 
not all paint needs to be 
blended.  If you want more 
detail like in the eye its in 
you best interest not to 
blend.. 

To blend use lower the paint 
brushes opacity or use the 
SMUDGE tool

If you use the smudge tool 
be very thoughtful about the 
direction you are blending.  
FOLLOW the contour / edge 
of the skin 



Once you are done blending and painting you can choose to change the blending 
mode of the paint layer like you did with the Georgia okeefe flower or you can 
keep it as is…. REMEMBER its artwork, there is something to be said for visual 
aesthetics .. it should look good and if it doesn't well play with the layer blending


